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Introduction 

 

This submission focuses on those aspects of the legislation that concern the role and function of the 

dispute resolution schemes under the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution) 

Act 2008. 

 

FDR, Financial Dispute Resolution 

 

FDR is the government’s reserve scheme established under the Financial Service Providers 

(Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008. The Ministry of Consumer Affairs owns and manages 

FDR.  

 

FDR is operated by Dispute Resolution Services Limited. 

 

DRSL, Dispute Resolution Services Limited, Overview 

 

Dispute Resolution Services Ltd (DRSL) was established in 1999 as a limited liability company under 

the Companies Act 1993. It was initially established as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Accident 

Compensation Corporation (ACC).  

As at 1 July 2011, DRSL became an Independent Crown Entity Company under Section 4 of the Public 

Finance Act 1989. Its shareholding ministers are the Minister of Finance and the Minister of ACC. 

DRSL’s Board reports to the Ministers through the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment and 

Treasury. 

DRSL designs and manages dispute resolution schemes. Through these schemes DRSL provides 

facilitation, mediation, conciliation and adjudication services nationwide. 

 

DRSL’s existing client base includes the Accident Compensation Corporation, Consumer Affairs 

(through Financial Dispute Resolution), and Telecommunications Carriers’ Forum (through 

Telecommunication Dispute Resolution). DRSL also undertakes work for the Real Estate Agents 

Authority and the Health & Disability Commissioner. It presently manages and resolves around 9,000 

disputes a year. 

 

In April 2013, The Minister of Commerce, Rt. Honourable Craig Foss, approved DRSL as an approved 

scheme under the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008, to 

commence 1 July 2014. 
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DRSL Submission Points 

 

1. DRSL would like to acknowledge and support the good work in producing this comprehensive 

reform bill which, from the viewpoint of complaints received at FDR, seems to address most of 

the issues presenting in the consumer credit sector and those raised in our submission of 15 

May 2012. 

 

2. We now take the opportunity to make our final submission to offer a few points to include in the 

reform which we think may be of benefit to the sector. 

  

3. Section 83G. Effect of debtor’s complaint or application on grounds of unforeseen hardship on 

creditor’s right to enforce credit contract 

DRSL agrees with this section in general. Creditors will be prompted to issue a decision letter 

or resolve a complaint as soon as possible.   

 

We note 83G (4) truncates the time for a debtor to make a complaint to a dispute resolution 

scheme from 3 months to 14 days.  

 

Vexatious or frivolous complaints aside, whilst a dispute resolution scheme makes every 

endeavour to resolve complaints as early as possible, the process is directed to a large degree 

by the complainant. 

 

 It is possible that the complaint can take up to 3 months for a final decision to be made at the 

dispute resolution scheme. At the margins it may be a process the debtor could use to frustrate 

a creditor’s rights to repossess. Is this a situation the policymakers would condone? 

 

It is suggested the dispute resolution schemes could “fast track” a decision within say 5 

working days. 

 

4. Section 26A Disclosure of transfer of consumer credit contract 

Whilst implied elsewhere in the Bill, we would suggest that the Bill is specific about a new 

creditor that has been assigned a financial product /asset, disclosing their dispute resolution 

process and contact details of their external dispute resolution scheme to the debtor. This 

should also apply to receivers who are required to continue operating the business and will 

likely need to continue with disclosure or act under the security, e.g. repossession. (We believe 

receivers should be registered as financial service providers, but some receivers have differing 

views). 

 

 

5. Section 58 Changes by Court 
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DRSL considers there is more scope for dispute resolution schemes to be making orders, to 

expedite change in terms of the contract if appropriate and unburden the court system.  

 

FDR has the jurisdiction, resources, skills and experience to be considering cases that might 

otherwise go before a Court – e.g. unreasonable credit fees or default fees, alterations to terms 

of contract, applications for hardship, and reopening of contracts.  

 

6. Financial hardship-general  

DRSL considers that financial hardship is a unique work stream linked to complaints that is 

best managed and operated by the dispute resolution schemes, as it is in other jurisdictions 

(United Kingdom and Australia). Ideally it would be fronted by a single 0800 number to the 

schemes.  

Complaints about financial hardship and affordability are often linked. The consumer's financial 

difficulties may stem from unaffordable lending- grounds for a complaint. The schemes already 

have responsibility to monitor for and report on systemic issues and have established 

relationships with the providers. DRSL (and possibly other schemes) is well resourced with 

personnel well versed in credit contracts and mediation skills, with proven experience in 

facilitating resolutions between parties, including those in hardship.   

This new Bill and ensuing Code of Responsible Lending will increase enquiry which present 

“hardship” enquiry operators with limited and vested interests, and reporting capability may find 

difficult resourcing.  

Accordingly it is recommended that a new section within Section 55 be added to direct all 

hardship enquiry in the first instance to one 0800 / website enquiry. The enquiry /application 

would be redirected to the appropriate lender to consider, with recourse to the appropriate 

dispute resolution scheme per Section 58 (1) (b). 

This way the regulator and government will be better informed as to systemic issues, consumer 

accessibility to redress, confidence and satisfaction. 

 

7. Section 9H Publication of standard terms 

The underlying reason for most of the complaints that have come to FDR is that the consumer 

does not understand the terms of the contract and is unaware of what they can do when things 

go wrong.   

 

Frequently we find the terms are weighted very heavily in favour of the provider, are complex 

and lengthy, are often not in the language of the debtor / consumer and if on the website, are 

often inaccessible, as require many clicks away from the home page.  

 

We would submit that the requirement for publication and disclosure of terms be more specific 

to cover the issues outlined above. For example a “Terms and Conditions” hyperlink on the 

Home Page, clicking to a summary of the terms with includes highlights and perhaps 

illustrations of what happens if things go wrong; and where to go for redress of those issues 
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(e.g. dispute resolution schemes)-in the language (s) of the majority of the creditors’ 

customers.  

 

These provisions could easily be applied equally to posters / publication in the provider’s 

business premises. 

 

8. Part 2 Amendments to Financial Service Providers (Registration and  Resolution) Act 2008 

FDR has received a number of complaints from consumers of organisations that have either 

been placed in receivership or liquidation. 

 

Establishing the roles and responsibilities of receivers and liquidators of financial service 

providers with regard to dates of issues, and links to terms and disclosure, can be quite 

complex to the consumer (and dispute resolution schemes). We would suggest that specific 

consideration be given to providing for situations where the finance provider has been placed in 

receivership or liquidation.  

Liquidators do not see themselves as financial service providers, nor liable for any new claim of 

any creditor post liquidation, such as a ruling by an ADRS to pay under a determination.  We, 

and we  imagine consumers, will be unsure about who or how to deal with complaints about 

issues that arose with scheme members whilst they were members, where the” member” has 

since gone into receivership or liquidation.  

 

9. 9E Preparation of Responsible Lending Code 

It would be desirable for the Code to be published within 6 months after the section comes into 

force. Much thinking and work has been commenced already in formulating this Bill which will 

form the basis for the Code. 2 years is too long. 

 

10. Section 76,( c ) Duty to cooperate and communicate information in certain circumstances 

Sect. 76 (c) of the FSP Act provides only for the “relevant licensing authority. I’m not sure 

Commerce Commission is a licensing authority, yet they are the regulator in respect of  the 

CCCF Act and are already expressing an interest in more information about systemic issues 

and serious misconduct about credit providers from the schemes.. Yet we are restricted in 

cooperating by this technicality. We expect complaints case load will increase with this bill and 

ensuing Code of Responsible Lending. We should have Commerce Commission added 

specifically.  

  

11. Section 76 (d)  

Change Securities Commission to Financial Markets Authority 

 

12. Section 49F & 49G 

Perhaps allied to point 7 above, regarding liquidations.  FDR has issued decisions requiring 

some scheme members to pay an amount or make some other remedy to an upheld complaint. 

A few of those members have not complied and according to the Reserve Scheme Rules, we 

have terminated membership and advised the FSPR who have de registered them accordingly. 
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However a number have voluntarily terminated membership, de registered from the FSPR and 

/or wound up / liquidated, or have been struck off the New Zealand Companies Register. Yet 

we are obliged to consider complaints about issues which arose whilst they were members. 

Whilst some company wind ups are bona fide and directors acknowledge and will meet 

ongoing liability, some terminations, de registrations and wind ups will be to avoid creditors, 

including claims by their customers with FDR decisions. 

It is difficult for a successful claimant to make good the DRS decision where the organisation 

ceases to exist. Whilst there are some dire repercussions for New Zealand owned companies 

and their directors, including ADRS applying to District Court for orders, little can be done about 

enforcing the decision or order for foreign owned organsations. 

We are unsure of a remedy to address this other than perhaps the FSPR / FMA paying special  

attention to foreign originated applicants’ bona fides when they are applying to become a FSP, 

or perhaps putting up a bond with FMA. 

 

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission. 

 

 

                                

Stuart Ayres     Derek Pullen 

Scheme Director    Scheme Adjudicator 

 


